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CONTACT US

WORKING HOURS:

Monday-Friday: 8AM - 5PM

Linkov Hair Surgery is a premier medical facility in New
York City for obtaining an accurate diagnosis and
successful treatment for hair loss. Dr. Gary Linkov, one
of the best hair transplant surgeons in the country,
founded Linkov Hair Surgery in New York City because
he, too, suffers from hair loss. As a hair loss doctor, he
treats his patients compassionately and offers the
best quality hair treatments. Call us today to discuss
your hair loss concerns. If you're looking for a solution
to frustrating hair loss problems, welcome to Linkov
Hair Surgery, New York's best hair transplantation
clinic. This hair loss center, headed by Dr. Gary Linkov
and located in Manhattan, offers the city's most
successful hair loss treatments targeted to your
particular needs and goals. In fact, Dr. Linkov himself
has had hair loss issues that sparked his passion for
helping others in similar circumstances. An Ivy
League-educated hair transplant surgeon, Dr. Linkov
runs the premier hair restoration center in NYC.
Through a multi-disciplinary approach to hair loss
treatment, this celebrated doctor has access to the
latest hair regrowth methodologies and technologies.
He's also one of the leading plastic surgeons in the
country at City Facial Plastics. Whichever hair loss
condition you're experiencing, visit Linkov Hair Surgery
for the best results from a top doctor in the field.
Map (directions):
https://maps.app.goo.gl/2R2j5uqpt6te3xN3A

info@linkovhair.com
+1(212) 970-9404
150 E 56th St # 1A
New York, NY 10022
(between Lexington Ave & 3rd Ave)
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New York City’s Top Hair
Transplant Clinic

Double Board-Certified
Internationally Recognized

Expertise in:
Hair Transplants
FUE
FUT
Surgical Hairline Advancement
Eyebrow Hair Transplant
Beard Hair Transplant

https://www.linkovhair.com/

https://maps.app.goo.gl/2R2j5uqpt6te3xN3A
https://www.facebook.com/cityfp/
https://twitter.com/drgarynyc
https://www.linkedin.com/company/linkov-hair-surgery/
https://www.instagram.com/drgarynyc/
https://www.youtube.com/@drgarylinkov
https://www.tiktok.com/@drgarynyc
https://www.pinterest.com/linkovhair/
https://www.tumblr.com/linkovhairsurgery
https://www.linkovhair.com/
https://maps.app.goo.gl/2R2j5uqpt6te3xN3A
https://www.linkovhair.com/hair-transplants/
https://www.linkovhair.com/hair-transplants/follicular-unit-extraction-fue/
https://www.linkovhair.com/hair-transplants/follicular-unit-transplantation-fut/
https://www.linkovhair.com/hair-transplants/hairline-lowering-forehead-reduction-surgery/
https://www.linkovhair.com/hair-transplants/eyebrow-transplant/
https://www.linkovhair.com/hair-transplants/beard-transplant/
https://www.linkovhair.com/

